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Abstract 

Airline is one of property that very much exposed to risk. The airlines industry has to take 
seriously on the customer side to give better services and management. Malaysia Airlines 
(MAS) recorded the highest complaint followed AirAsia and Malinda Air.Risk management is a 
crucial part in managing activity and a major factor to define the success of a project by 
handling any risk. Therefore, Airlines is very much focused lately during the pandemic of 
Covid-19. The aim of this study is to provide an overview on the risk management in airlines 
industry in Malaysia in terms of technology and people that experienced by the consumer of 
the airline. Therefore, the awareness of risk management is important to create the 
effectiveness and efficiencies of the organizations. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In the era of globalization, air transportation is one of essential transportation for 
international tourism and travelling business all around the world. Airline industry is highly 
opened to the unpredictable risk than other transportation out there. Risk management is one 
of the process of that can accessing, identifying and controlling threats to an organization 
earnings and capital (Margaret Rouse, 2019). Risk management in the airline industry is 
crucial which can help to cope the possible hazard or risk from happen and in order to give the 
safest and comfort travel service to passengers and prevent losses in capital. According to 
Cory Mitchell, implementing only 1 percent risk rule in risk management can keep capital 
losses to a minimum (Mitchell, 2018). 

Airline industry is one of the properties which create and generate flow of income to the 
economic. In the way to have a good airline industry, there must have a great property and 
must have a quality airport which part of airline industry. Airport as an integral to airlines as it 
provides facilities such as runway, handing facilities and cargo facilities which necessary for 
airlines to conduct their business. Without airport or property of airline, how the people or 
customer to have the facilities and perceived the services. According to the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA), the net profit earns in global airline industry will projected to 
record an increase of 13 percent of 29.3 billion in 2020 compared to 2019 which the net profit 
is only 25.9 billion (IATA, 2019). Malaysia also one of the countries which have a lot of demand 
and a dominant for international air travel. According to the OAG's Mega hubs International 
Index 2018, the KL International Airport (KLIA) was spotted as the most airport connected 
globally which ranked at 12 th and the highest ratio of scheduled international connections to 
the number of destination served (The Star, 2018). 

However, despite of the attraction perceived from commercial transportation, there are 
several of issues are find out within airline industry which is can give a risk. The issues in 
terms of safety of passenger is a main of business and for the property. Two accidents happen 
in Malaysia relating to MH370 and MH 17 really give impact to the Malaysia Airline System 
Berhad (MAS). It is affected the level of satisfaction and confident of customer, profit and 
business performance of the property Malaysian Airline System Berhad (MAS). Besides, the 
issue also in term of passenger experience from the quality of services and management. 
Based on The Star, the top three complaint based on passenger experiences taking the airline 
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